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Headed for History: The Deadline for Public Church Ballot
Supplement Passes and the Traditional Charles Sitting Simply

Rapped
Dissanayake Isira

Abstract—The article explores the recent deadline for the public church ballot
supplement and the implications it has for the traditional Charles sitting
as a significant event in the history of the church. The study highlights
the importance of the public ballot in shaping the future of the church
and the role it plays in reshaping its identity. The paper argues that the
Charles sitting, as a long-established tradition, holds a unique position in
the history of the church, and the decision to retain or remove it can have
a lasting impact on the church’s identity. The article examines the various
perspectives surrounding the traditional Charles sitting, including its religious
significance, its cultural value, and its potential to alienate certain groups
within the congregation. By analyzing both sides of the debate, the paper
provides valuable insights into the ongoing discussion and argues that the
deadline for the public church ballot supplement marks a crucial turning
point in the history of the church, one that will have ramifications for years
to come. Ultimately, the paper asserts that the debate surrounding the Charles
sitting highlights the broader question of how churches can balance tradition
and modernity while remaining relevant and inclusive in an ever-changing
world.
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